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Product Brief   
 



As versatile as you are 

The Acer Aspire Switch 10 E combine the very best of both worlds: the 

full performance of a laptop and the fun of a tablet. Both enable a quick 

and smooth switch between four different modes, ideal to fit with all 

everyday situations. With their trendy compact design, their long 

battery life and their better data security, freedom is in your hands. 

VALUE PROPOSITION & KEY FEATURES 

 The next generation Acer Snap HingeTM 2 and the improved 
stability 

 A long battery life - up to 11hrs for the Aspire Switch 10 E 

 A full protection of the data thanks to Acer SwitchLock and 
its HDD pairing solution 

Which are their very key features? 



4 MAIN USER BENEFITS DEMONSTRATED 

STEADY 

VERSATILITY  

 The magnetic and latch-less 
Acer Snap HingeTM 2 comes 
with a guiding plane design for 
an easy and confident transition 
between 4 modes 

 The tablet and keyboard 
smoothly and quickly switch 
between four modes: notebook, 
pad, display, and tent 

 Low center of gravity for more 
stability in the touch and type 
experience 

 

ENJOY 

ENTERTAINMENT 

 Large 10.1’’ HD panel 
1280 x 800 resolution 

 IPS technology1 for vibrant 
colors at any viewing angle 

 Corning® Gorilla® Glass 3 for 
scratch resistance  

 Acer Vision CareTM to give our 
customers the best care for their 
eyes while watching the screen  

 Dual front facing speakers for  
immersive sound while gaming 
or video/music playing 

 Dual cameras: 
Front: ideal while using Skype  
Rear:  ideal for taking photos 

 

 

STYLISH & 

COLORFUL DESIGN 

 Multiple, eye-catching colors to 
suite any lifestyle and show 
your personality 

 Sophisticated fabric pattern on 
the top cover and underside for 
an elegant look 

1All brands and product names mentioned herein include trademarks of their 

respective companies and are used solely to describe or identify the products. 

 

ENHANCED 

PRODUCTIVITY 

 Powerful  Intel® quad core 
processor for fast gaming, 
video watching and web 
browsing 

 Lond battery life for an all-day 
usage – Up to 11  hours 

 Acer SwitchLock for an optimal 
data protection, by having HDD 
pairing 

 Windows 8.1 and Office 365 
(1Y subscription) 

 

 



PRODUCT User benefits demonstrated 



Stylish & colorful Steady versatility Enhanced productivity 

Acer Snap HingeTM 2 

The next  generation Acer Snap HingTM 2 comes with a guiding plane 
design to support smooth and effortless transitions between the 4 usage 
modes. 

 

 

Enjoy entertainment 



Stylish & colorful Steady versatility Enhanced productivity 

4 Usage modes 

The next  generation Acer Snap HingTM 2 comes with a guiding plane 
design to support smooth and effortless transitions between the 4 usage 
modes. 

 

 

Enjoy entertainment 

 The Aspire Switch 10 E offer 
you everything you need for a 
fully functional laptop 
experience. Its unique latch-less 
magnetic Snap Hinge™ 2 lets 
you switch fast and easily into 
laptop mode by docking the 
screen into the keyboard 
platform. The precise and ample 
keyboard and touchpad are 
optimized to enhance smooth 
typing and efficient productivity. 
The center of gravity being low, 
be sure that your device 
remains very stable when you’re 
using it. 

TYPE 
 Enjoy maximum viewing 

comfort, even in confined 
spaces, by using the tent mode. 
Simply rotate the screen 180 
degrees into a standing position 
to watch a film or follow a recipe 
when cooking - also perfect for 
sharing slideshows of your 
favorite holiday moments with 
friends.  

VIEW 
 You can easily enjoy your 

device in tablet mode by 
detaching the screen from the 
keyboard docking station quickly 
and easily thanks to its unique 
latch-less magnetic Snap 
Hinge™ 2. The screen tablet is 
ideal for surfing the web, playing 
games or watching videos. Its 
light and thin design let you hold 
it easily in one hand. 

TOUCH 
 View or share photos and 

videos, make presentations or 
play games with friends in 
display mode. The unique latch-
less magnetic Snap Hinge™ 2 
lets you quickly unsnap and 
reattach the screen backwards 
on the keyboard platform to take 
full advantage of the screen with 
its wide viewing angle. 

SHARE 



Stylish & colorful Steady versatility Enhanced productivity 

Comfortable typing experience 

The operating area can reach up to 5 degrees, and gives a smooth typing 
experience with a lot of comfort when the display is opened.  
The low center of gravity ensures a stable touch and write experience. 

The chiclet keyboard features very comfortable and well-spaced keys, 
offering the solid tactile feedback for a simple and speedy typing 
experience. 

 

Enjoy entertainment 

5-degree typing angle 



Stylish & colorful Steady versatility Enhanced productivity 

Sophisticated fabric pattern 

Enjoy entertainment 

The top cover and the underside of the devices comes with a 
sophisticated textile pattern to create an elegant look with uniquely 
tactile feels.   

 Prevents scratches, ideal for durability 

 Comfortable and stable while carrying 



Stylish & colorful Steady versatility 
Enhanced 

productivity 

Long battery life 

Enjoy entertainment 

The Aspire Switch 10 E can give up to 11 hours of battery life.  
 



Stylish & colorful Steady versatility 
Enhanced 

productivity 

Work easy 

Enjoy entertainment 

Aspire Switch 10 E 
 
Comes with a one-year 
subscription to Office 365 Personal, 
full version. 



Stylish & colorful Steady versatility 
Enhanced 

productivity 

Acer SwitchLockTM 

Enjoy entertainment 

Want to be sure your data are safe? No issue! 
The Aspire Switch 10 E features Acer 
SwitchLockTM, which pairs the tablet and the 
keyboard for an optimum data protection when 
using the dock’s hard drive. 

 Your pad can be the key to unlock 
your dock’s hard drive on Quick 
Access > Acer SwitchLockTM 

 Data on the dock’s hard drive will be 
protected. No one can access your 
data, even if they remove the hard 
drive from your dock. 

 When you detach the pad from the 
dock, the dock’s hard drive is 
immediately locked. 



Stylish & colorful Steady versatility Enhanced productivity 

Large HD display 

Enjoy entertainment 

With the resolution to bring details to life and the resilience to battle 
wear and tear, the Aspire Switch 10 E is a stunning device you will 
want to share. HD display and IPS technology1 combine to provide vivid 
clarity and bright colour from every angle.  

Their ten-point multi-touch screen provide a more active interaction. 

 

1All brands and product names mentioned herein 

include trademarks of their respective companies 

and are used solely to describe or identify the 

products. 



Stylish & colorful Steady versatility Enhanced productivity 

Acer Bluelight ShieldTM 

Enjoy entertainment 

The Aspire Switch 10 E features Acer BluelightShieldTM, an Acer 
technology enabling the reduction of the blue-light emission to protect the 
user’s eyes. 

Back Light Unit 
(Source of Blue Light) 

LCD Panel  

Anti Blue-light Film 
(market price: $50)  

Anti Blue-light Glasses 
(market price: $70)  

reduced 
(with film & glasses) 

18% 
reduced 

36% 
reduced 

High Reduction 

Low Reduction 

Back Light Unit 
(Source of Blue Light) 

LCD Panel 
with Acer Bluelight ShieldTM  

Acer BluelightShieldTM has 3 modes: 

Low Reduction:  
Reduces blue light emission from the LED backlit module by 18% for a 
basic protection. As effective as a pair of generic anti-blue-light glasses 
available for $70. 

High Reduction: 
Reduces blue light emission from the LED backlit module by 36% to 
better protect users’ eyes. 

Long Hour Mode: 
The display is professionally tuned by optical engineers to reduce eye 
strain over extended periods. 

 



Stylish & colorful Steady versatility Enhanced productivity 

Dual Camera 

Enjoy entertainment 

There’s no better way to take photos or make videos than with the 2 MP 
rear  camera. To keep everyone in the picture or chitchat on Skype, the 
Aspire Switch 10 E comes with a 2 MP front camera. 

Front speakers 

Enjoy booming stereo sound through two front-facing speakers. Tent 
mode is the perfect way to show the suite of multimedia features from 
your device and enjoy an immersive audio experience. 



PRODUCT I/O ports & technical specifications 



Aspire Switch 10 E [SW3-013] 

I/O PORTS 

Power Button 

Volume up & down 

Windows key 

Mic 

Micro SDTM slot 

Audio Jack 

Micro HDMITM 

Micro USB 



Aspire Switch 10 E [SW3-013] 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

1All brands and product names mentioned herein include trademarks of their 

respective companies and are used solely to describe or identify  products. 

Size 

Dimensions 
262x 180 x 10.95 mm (tablet) 

262 x 180 x 23.45 mm (w/ dock) 

Weight 
620g (tablet, WiFi) 

1150g (with keyboard dock) 

 

Battery 
Battery life up to 11hrs battery life 

Capacity 30Wh 

Processing 

CPU Intel Baytrial-T CR 3735F 

RAM/ROM 
RAM: 2GB DDR3L 

eMMC: eMMC 64GB 

Imaging Camera 2M Front+ 2M Rear 

Screen 

Display 10.1” 1280x800, IPS1, air bonding 

Touch 

technology 
Touch type GFF, Multi-touch (10 finger) 

Connectivity 

Wi-Fi 802.11 /b/g/n 

Bluetooth BT4.0 

HDMI 1 x Micro HDMI 

USB 
1 x Micro USB 2.0 (tablet) 

1 x USB 2.0 (docking) 

Input / Output 

Sensor ALS, G-sensor only 

Audio 

• High-definition audio support 

• 1 x mic 

• 2 x speaker 

• 10W adaptor via micro USB port 

Expansion 
microSD

TM
 

slot 
Up to 32 GB 

OS Version 
Windows 8.1 

Office 365 



Aspire Switch 10 E [SW3-013] 

Acer Snap Hinge 2 

Windows 8.1 

Intel Baytrail-T CR 3735F  

10.1’’ 1280 x 800 + IPS + Acer Bluelight Shield 

2GB + micro SD + 64GB EMMC 

2 MP + 2 MP cameras 

HDD pairing for user data protection 

Up to 11hrs battery life 

 

 

What’s new 
 

 Lower center of gravity 
for more stability 

 HDD pairing for data 
protection 
Rear camera 

 Micro USB charging 

Office version 



Thank you 


